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E~CUTIVE SUY
Introduction
Lincoln”bboratory is cuirently developing a Mdtisensor Wta Proc9asing
system fOr “se by the Fm.
This system’will make optimum use of all available
data from multiple sensore to provide improved tracking of aircraft. The
improved data will be of high enough quality to support reliable automated
conflict detection and resolution. In order to uae data from widely eepsrated
radar sensore, a master coordinate system is required, and an algorithm must
be desi~ad to convert from measurad range and azimuth coordinate to the
maater coordinates. Becauee of the high quality required of the data produced
by tha system; the convereion algorithms currently in use by the National
Airspace Syetem (NAS) are not applicable. ~erefore, a study was undertaken
to desi@ a conversion algorithm that is capable of p~ov~ding the high
accuracy required by the Multiaensor Wta ~oceasing eyetem within the
constrainte definad by available real-tima computing power.
Cartographic ~oject ions
Because of the nature of the air traffic control environment, tith
aircraft spending most of their flying time at a fixed altitude relative to
sea level, it is ueeful to model an air “trafficcontrol eystem in terms of
aircraft flying above a flat earth. To match thie model, it is appropriate to
uee planar Cartesian coordinates a,sthe maeter coordinate system. A variety
of standard cartographic projection techniques are available to project
aectlons of the earth1s surfaca onto a plane. A number of thess techniques
were considered for uae.
ky projection that maps a ,sphereonto a plane will introduce,errors, in
terms of distortion of linear distances, anglee and shapes, or areas. In
general, a projection can be daafgned to avoid distortion in only one of the,ae
three, and only over small regions. In the caae of air traff~c cOntrol*
particularly for automated conflict detection, aircraft heading errors caused
by angular distortion have the moat serious negative effect ,onsystem
performance. Since heading validity is of primary importance, a confor~l or
angle preserving “project
ion should be used for conversion. Several different
confortil projections ara available. The choice of’the “best” of these
projections.depends on the geometiY Of the area tO be’prOjected. ‘f ‘he
several standard conformal projections, atareographic projection wae found to
ba the projection of”choice on the b?sie Of tini~.1 distan$a “errOrsOver a
typical air traffic centrol coverage area.
Effecte of Non-Spherical Sarth Oaome.try
One of the major requiretinte for coordinate conversion in the
Multiseneor Oata “~oceeeing eystem ie the elimination of rnultisensor
registration arrors. Multisenenr registration errors occur when the ~$ter
coordinates of a given aircraft generated by data. from one censor disagree
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with those generated for the same aircraft by data from a aacond sensor. ma
magnitude of multiaanaor registration arrors due to arrors or approximations
in the convareion algorithm (exclueive of measurement biases) must be less
than about .005 nti. For a spherical earth, this level of accuracy is not
difficult to achieve. However, the earth ie not spherical, and uee of a
spherical model of the earth in coordinate conversion results in errOrs of the
order of .1 ‘nrni.Therefora, it ia necessary to use an algorithm that models
the earth ae an ellipsoid, or to design a,msthod of correcting the errors
introduced by”the approximation involved in the epherical model. An
algorithm that uses an ellipsoidal earth model can be constructed, and is
outlined in this memo. However, because it requires ite,rativasolutions of
nonlinear aquations, the ellipsoidal earth model is not suitable for use in
real-time air traffic control systems. Since this model cannot be used,
correction is applied to an algorithm based on a spherical earth model.
Coordinate Conversion for Multisenaor Oata &ocessin&
The implementation of stereographic projection designed during this study
uses a three step conversion process.
1) The measured range, azimuth and altitude are ueed to detertine the
target location in a stereographic coordinate system with ita origin at the
radar site.
2) A transformation ii @de from local radar-centered stereographic
coordinates to ‘aninitial eatimata of the rester coordinates.
3) A correction is applied to remove errors introduced by use of a
spherical earth approximation in calculating the initial mater coordinates.
The’first two steps are implemented aa an improved version of the
coordinate,conversion algorithm used in the current NAS data processing
system. The correction step is carried out by evaluation of a precomputed
polynomial approximation to the ayatematic errors in the system. me errOra
are deteitined before system startup by comparing the results of conversion
using.spherical and ellipsOida~ earth mOdela. me differences are cornpuredon
a grid around each sensor and a two+imensional polynomial fit is made to the
calculated errors’. A correction”can then be determined by evaluating the
polynomial at the initial estimate of the master coordinates.
This algorithm has been tested using realistic sensor geometries. The
results’of “theteats show that the algorithm meets all anticipated needs of
the Multisenaor Oeta Procssaing system for any realistic air traffic control
regional coverage area. Figure ES-1 illustrates the superiority of the newly
designed algorithm over the NAS algorithm. Multiaensor registration errore
are plotted aa a function of position for two sensors separated by 100 nti.
The magnitude of the errors in the NAS algorithm are larger by several orders
of magnitude.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report describes a study of coordinate “conversionalgorithms for use
in the MultisensoryData Processing System being developed at Hncoln
Laboratory for the FM.
Seversl possible algorithms are considered and a
preferred algorithm is chosen. Implementation of this algorithm is then
considered, and s specific implementation that meets the requirement of the
MultisensoryData Processing System is described.
1.1 Objective
.

The objective of this work is to develop a method for conversion of
aircraft position coordinates from a radar centered system of range, azimuth,
and altitude to a master system using x, y, and altitude coordinates. The
coordinate conversion method must meet certain performance limite in terms of
conversion accurscy, distortion generated by the mapping process, and
computational efficiency.
1.2 Motivation
In the MultisensoryMta Proceeding System, data from several radars will
be used for range-range multilateration and estimation of aircraft altitude
and system biases. fie purpose of this processing is to provide improved
estimates of aircraft pns”ition,speed, and heading, and tO eliminate Offsets
due to system biases when a preferred sensor ti%ses an aircraft on one or more
scans. This improved information is expected co generate aircraft position
and velocity data of a quality that allows use of automat@d algorithms for
conflict detection and resolution.
Such a aysternrequires a valid,method of comparing data from the
different sensors. In current systems this is done by converting the measured
range and azimuth from each radar into a set of master syetem coordinates that
are used for all comparison. Since most aircraft spend most of their flying
time at a constant altitude relative to sea lavel, it is easiest to visualize
a region “ofair space in terme of aircraft flying at a fixed altitude above a
planar (flat earth) coordinate system. & a result, the appropriate master
coordiriatesystem for air traffic control is a planar one using x, y, and
altitude coordinate.
It ia therefore necessary to design an algorithm to convert from the
nearlv
-. stihericalzeodetic system of latitude and 10ngitude cOOrdinates tO a
planar Qrtesian ;oordinate-system. The method used to make this conversion
haa a direct effect on the overall performance of the traffic control system.
Because Multlsensor Data Processing is intended to provide high quality data
for use with automted conflict detection systems, the algorithm used for
conversion from local, radar-entered, coordinate to a set of tister system
coordinates will require accuracy and distortion limite that are more
stringent than those for the multiple radar surveillance systems that are
operational at present.
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There are several specific requirement for such a coordinate conversion
elgorithm. Ideally, in the absence of censor noiee and/or bias the conversion
proceee should:
10 Wp measurements of a eingle target made by the varioue sensors to
the same 8ystem coordinates.
2. tip measurements of two separate target8 at the came l,atitudeand
longitude, but different altitudes, to the same x and y syetem
coordinates, while maintaining the correct altitudas.
3.

Avoid distortions that ceuse lose of heading validity.

4. Mnimize the unavoidable magnification errors caused by mpping
surfaca of an ellipsoid onto a plane.
5.

the

Be computationally efficient eo that the conversion algorithm cen be
applied tO large nUMber8 of aircraft in real time for realistic radar
scan rates.

The choice of a conversion method, and the particular implementalion of that
method, must take into account tradeoffs between 8everal of these
requirements. In particular, requirement of conversion accuracy and
computational efficiency are often found to be in conflict.
1.3 Approach
In light of these requirements a study was undertaken to
1.

Detertine which of the standard cartographic techniques for
projection of an ellipsoid onto a plane would be moat appropriate for
use in the Multi8en80r Data ProCeasing System;

2.

Davelou. if possible, a specific implementation of the chosen
projec~~on technique”that”meets the conversion accuracy and
computational efficiency requirements of the Multiaensor Data
PrOceasing System.

This study lead to the conclusion that the stereographic projection,
which is used in the current NAS Multiple Molar Data Processing system, ia the
best candidate projection technique. Examination of implementation details
such as approximation to the exact projection and techniques for correction
of projection errors then led to an implementation that meets the accuracy
and efficiency requirements.
1.4

Wtline

The remainder of this report will describe the process leading to these
results, aa well as the detaila of ,the coordinate conversion algorithm that
waa developed. The next section will provide come background on the pioceas
of converting geodetic coordinates to planar coordinates,“including brief
descriptions of several of the standard cartographic projection techniques.
Section 3 discusses the issues involved in the choice of a preferred
projection and.recommends stereographic projection as the projection techniqua
2

I
of choice. A general discussion of the use of stereographic projection in a
multiple radar system is given in eection 4. ~ia section alao includes a
more detailed enfination of the implementalion of stereographic projection
used by the NAS Mdtlple Sadar kta Ytoceseing syetem. Section 5 describee
the detaile of the improved conversion algorithm that was developed during
this study. Section 6 provides a summary and conclusions.

3

2.0

COWERS ION OF GEODETIC TO PWAR

COORDINATES

conversion of coordinates from geodetic,(latitude, +Ongitude, altitude)
to Cartesian (x, y, altitude) frames of reference is a difficult PrOceas.
Among the problems encountered are ~av?idable errOrs e“:h as ‘retortions ‘f
shapea or arees and magnification errors, the stretching and cOmpreaeiOn Of
space that occurs in mapping a curved”surface Onto a Plan@. Additional errors
may be caueed by approximations introduced to imProve the cOmputatiOnal
efficiency of the algorithm. Thie eection discusees the general nature of
the problem of mapping the earth onto a flat surface and describes several Of
the standard projection methods used by cartographers for that purpose.
2.1

Ceneral Nature of the Problem

In general, the problem of coordinate conversion fOr air traffic cOntrOl
system iS that of mapping a smell region of the earth Onto a Planar surface.
The region covered is typically approximately square with each side Of the
area several hundred miles long. Such a region is large enough that
diatortione caused by the projection can become significant. ner@ are a
variety of methods, developed for use in cartography, that can be used tO ~ke
such a mapping, and the choice of one method over another depends on the type
and ~gnit tie of the distortIons intreduced by each.
Most mpping or projection technique can be broadly divided into
categories having to do with the geometric baaie of the projection and @th
the specific properties of the original eurface that are tO be preeerved in
In terms of geometry, most projections can be classified
the projected i~ge.
aa azimuthal, conical or cylindrical. Azimuthal mappings are projections
directly onto a plane surface, while the other mappings are prOjected OntO a
cylinder or a cone that is then unwrapped to a flat surface. The placement of
these surfaces on the earth is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Figure 2.1 showe the
projection surfaces tangent to the earth at all points of contact.
projections made using tangent surfacea are knO~ ae tangent PrOjectiOne.
Mternit ively, the eurfaces can be changed so that they cut through the
earth’s surface. Thie type of projection ie called a secant projection, and
the effect on the projected planar coordinates is the same as the application
of an overall multiplicative scale factor to a tangent projection of the same
type. Projections using the different types of projection surface are best
suited to different types of regions to be mapped. In general, a cylindrical
projection ia most appropriate when the area to be mapped iS rather 10ng and
narrow, and runs along a great circle of the earth. An azimuthal projection
is most useful when applied to a fairly small, roughly square or circular
region of the earth1s surface, and confcal projections are mOst useful fOr
narrow regions running parallel to a small circle Of the earth (a Parallel Of
latitde for example). Since in air traffic control, the region to be mpped
is generally approximately square and of relatively small size, aOme tYPe Of
azimuthal projection may be expected:to be most appropriate.
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Projections can also be,classified as equidistant, conformal or
equivalent, depending on what properties of the original surface are preserved
on the mapped surface. h equidistant projection preserves the length (scale)
of line eegments along certain preferred directions, while conformel mappings
preserve shape and direction and equivalent projections preeerve area.
In air traffic control systems, the important quantities are distance and
direction. In general, it ia more important to preserve direction and thereby
the validity of aircraft heading than to have aircraft separations exactly
correct, particularly since mhgnification errors are typically a maximum of
one or two percent, and approach zero aa the actual separation approaches
zero. In light of this, and keeping in dnd that distancee are preserved only
along certain special directions aven in equfdiatant projections, it Is
deeirable to use a conformsl or shape-preserving projection for coordinate
conversion in air traffic control systems.
Sevaral conformal projection algorithma will be diecueaed and evaluated
in come detail later. These projection methode are based on a model of the
earth that describes the earth as a sphere. In fact the earth ia not
spherical, but ellipsoidal in shape. The deviation of the shapa of the earth
from a sphere is small, about 12 nautical tilee difference between the polar
and equatorial radii, but can introduce significant errors in a projection
algorithm baeed on a spherical earth model. The “effectof the nonspherical
earth on projection methods for use in air traffic control, and methods for
correcting the errors caused by using a spherical earth model will also be
examined in later sections.
The procese of mapping aircraft positions onto a set of Cartesian system
coordinates is complicated by the fact that standard projection methods use
latitude and longitude as input. &rcraft poeitions, on the other hand, are
measured in terms of range and azimuth angle from a epecified location.
Altitude from an on-board altimeter is sometimes, but not alwaye, known aa
well. This creates en incompatibility between the measured quantities and the
rsquired inputs for projection to x, y position using the standard projection
techniques. This incompatibility can be handled in two ways. Tbs correct
geodetic coordinate can be determined by calculating, using range, azimuth
and altitude, the latitude and longitude of the point of intersection between
the surface of the earth and a line perpendicular to the earth1s surface drawn
through the aircraft. The cartographic
c projection techniques can then be
applied directly to determine the x, y position in tbe master coordinate
system. Nternatively, the range, azimuth and altitude can be used to
determfne the position of the aircraft in a local Cartesian coordinate system.
This process ia easier and less costly computationally than calculation of the
geodetic position of the aircraft. tice the position in the local plane ie
known, the cartographic projection techniques can be ueed to detertine a eet
of equations that transform the local x, y coordinates into maeter plane
coordinates, given knowledge of master plane parameters and the radar cite
location on the master plane. The transformation equations used in this
process are usually complicated and computationally inefficient. For thie
reason, series approximtlons to the equations are ,used. Thie leads to very
efficient computer algorithms, but usually introduces additional errors from
apprOximationa such as truncation of infinite series. The tradeoffe between
these procedures will be examined whan specific algorithm implementation is
discussed.
6

2.2

@rtographic Projection Techniques

In this section, three candidate projection techniques are described.
For reasons discussed previously, all three are confor~l mppings designed to
preserve direction at the expense of somewhat increased magnification errors.
me brief descriptions given include the mthemst ical formulas that are used
to apply the projection as well as geometrical description of the projection
when euch deecriptiona are ap ropriate. For a more complete treatment of
these projections, see ~omas f or Mchardus and Mler2.
The formulas used for
projection into local x, y coordinates and transformation to meter plane
coordinates are also included. These formulae are given by Goldenberg and
w01f3. In the fomulas, the following definitions are used.
E=
L=
A=
Lo
“
AO ,,=
AA
=
H=
h=
e=
,P
=
X,Y=
U,v=

radiua of the spherical earth
latitude of the projected point
longitude of the projected point
latitude of the origin of coordinate in the projection
longitudeof the origin of coordinetee”in the projection
(A. - A) when longitude is west of Greenwich
aircraft altitude (above aea level)
radar site altitude (above eea level)
aircraft azimuth msasured at radar cite
aircraft range meaeured from radar site
coordinate of a point in the msater Carteeian ayatem
coordinate of a point in the radar-centered Carteaian eystern

Tha projection techniques described here are the oblique ~rcator projection,
the stereographic projection and the Lsmbert conformal conic projection.
2.2.1 The Oblique Mercator Projection
The oblique Mrcator projection ia a conformal, cylindrical projection.
The ,
?rojection from geodetic coordinates to the unfolded cylindrical surface
ia ~de’ using

x = E arctan

Y

1
- - E in
2

eitiA COSL
‘------------------------COSL ainLOcosAA*osLOsinL
1* inL sinLo*osL coaLOcoeAA
---------------------------l-sinL sinLO-cosL coeLOcOeAl

(2.1)

= E arctanh (ainL sinLO + coaL coeLOcOsAA)
When the wpping ia made to a projection with the origin of coordinates at tha
radar poeition and then transformed to a maetar projection having a different
origin, the projection to the local Certesian coordinate ayetem ie made by
u = E arctan (sin 8 tan $)
(2.2)

v = E arctanh (COS e ein $)
(E+h)2 + (E+H)2 - P2
.
~r~coa
—------------_----$
2(E+h) (E+H)
7

and the expression for transforming to the master projection is

(2.3)

where
w=
z
6=

target location in co!nplexmaster coordinates =
= target location in complex local coordinates =

x + iy
U+iv

angle between true north and master y-axis st radar site

~o

= radar location in complex master coordinates =

To

= complex conjugate of W. =

Xo+iyo

Xo-iyo

The value of O is calculated as
(sinLO + ainL) sinA~
6= ----------------------------------COSAA + sinLOsinL COSAA + coaLocosL
As was previously mentioned, this expression is not used directly in time
critical operations. A Taylor expanaion around Z - 0 can be used to generate
a rapidly converging series approximation to the exact expression.
A geometrical representation of the Mercator projection is not possible.
As a true conformal mapping to a cylinder, the Mercator projection requires a
spacing of the coordinate axes perpendicular to the cylinder axis that cannot
be produced by a direct geometric I>rojection.
2.2.2 The Stereographic Projection
The stereographic projection is a conformal, azimuthal projection. The
geometrical repreaentstion for the projection is show in Figure 2.2. As seen
in the figure, the origin of stereographic coordinates ia at the point of
tangency of the projection plane, and the perspective point is diametrically
OPPOsite to the point of tangency, The projection is made by passing a
straight line through the perspective point and the point on the surface of
the earth that is to be projected onto the plane. The stereographic position
is determined by the point where this line segment intersects the projection
plane.
The direct projection is defined mathematically by
sinL COSLO-COSL slnLocosAk
x = 2E -------------------------l%inL sinLo+cosL cosLOcosAA

8

(2.4)

sTEREOQR~lc
M

T’-TARGET

POSITION PROJECTED ONTO THE STEREOGRAPHIC PLANE

R - RADAR LOCATION
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Fig. 2-2.

Geometry of thestereographlc

projection
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COSL SitiA
y = 2E -------------------------l+sinL sinLo~osL COSLOCOSAA
Projection into a local stereographic plane with the point of tangency at the
sensor location is made using
u=

Dsin

V=

DCOSO

O

$ = arccos

D = 2E tan

(E+h)2 + (E+H)2 -P2
---------------------2(E+h)(E+H)
[
1
o
-)

(2.5)

Note that this projection procees also aasumes that the earth can be
approximated locally as a sphere. %e expression
Ze-i~ + WO
w = ---------------1- ze-iBtiO

(2.6)

-------

(2E)2
is then used to traLlaformfrom the local stereographic plane to the rester
plane. Here W, Wo, WO, Z, and B are aa defined in section 2.2.1. ~ce
again, this last expression is not very useful in time critical operation,
a;d an expanaion can be mde to provide a rapidly converging series for use in
actual calculations.
2.2.3 me

bmbert Conformal Conic Projection

As is evident from the name of this projection, it ia a conformal
projection onto a cone. me direct projection from the earth to the cone is
made using
Y = E(cOtLO)rOLain(iAk)
(2.7)
x = E(cotLO)(l-ro2coa(fiAA))
where
cos LO(l-sinL)
~ = -------------coal (l-sinLo)
L = sinLo
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Figure 2.3 demonstrates the geometrical description of this projection. The
origin of coordinates lies on the circle of contact with the earth, and the
perspective point is the center of the earth. k with stereographic
projection, the projected image position is determined by the intersection of
the projection surface and a line dram between the perspective point and the
point on the surface of the earth that is being projected.
Projection onto a aurfece with the origin of coordinates at the radar
surface ia described mathematically by
u=

Dsin6

V=

DCOS9

D=

Etan$

(2,8)

with $ aa defined in Eq. (2.2),
The transformation equation for this projection is
W = iE(cotLo)’(
l*xp[!(TO-T )+i!(Ao-A)])

(2.9)

where
COSLO
To

=

in (-------)

l-sinLO

T

=

coaL
In (------)
l-aiIiL

Once again a series expansion can be made to allow more efficient computation.
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3.0

CHOICE OF A CONVERSION TECHNIQUE

The choice of a specific conversion technique for use in air traffic
control applications must be baaed on a set of requirements that are designed
to minimize the impact of any distortlona on the quality of the data supplied
to the controller’s display. From earlier discuaaion it la clear that the
performance of any given technique will be affected by the geometry of the
area to be covered by a control region. Since control regions are typically
approximately SqUare, eValllati
OnS Of conversion performance will be made usi,)g
a square coverage area. In addition, the amount of computation involved in
the application of a given technique must be examinad. The final choice of a
technique must be made considering the magnitude of distortions introduced,
their impact on the quality of data generated, and the computational cost of
the chosen system. In this section, a set of raquiremente for general air
traffic control applications is defined, and the projection techniques
described in Section 2 are evaluated in light of these requirements. ti the
basis of this evaluation, stereographic projection la recommended as the
projection of choice.
3.1

Requirements for Coordinate Conversion

In order to provide uaeable data to air traffic controllers in terms of a
set of Carteaian system plane coordinate, the method used to convert from
geodetic coordinates must meet certain requirements. The conversion algorithm
muat:
1) Wintain

the validlty of measured aircraft heading.

2)

Be altitude independent.

3)

Wnimize

4)

Minimize magnification errors.

computation time.

The projection method of choice is the one that best satiafiea these
requirements.
3.1.1 Heading Validity
The requirement that heading validity must be mintained restricts the
choice of projection method to the class of conformal projections. As
discussed earlier, a conformal projection preserves anglea and shapea during
the conversion from the earth’a surface to the system plane repreaantation.
In particular, if two lines dram on the surface of the earth intersect at an
angle of 30 degrees, the conformal projection of those two lines onto a planar
surface will alao intersect at a 30 degree angle. This in itself does not
guarantee that the bearing angle of one aircraft relative to another, as
calculated in the ayatem plane, will be the same as the actual angle in an
earth-based coordinate ayatem. This ia becauae, aa illustrated in Fig. 3.1, a
“straight”’line on the earth’s surface (i.e., a great circle line) may not map
to a straight line in the projection. However, over a small area, the
curvature of great circle lines on a conformal projection is negligible. In
13
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BEARING CALCULATED IN STENOGRAPHIC COORDINATES

e+ A 0 = ACTUAL BEARING AS MEASURED ON THE EARTH

Fig. 3-1.

Error in calculated bearing angle.
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an area the size of a typical ATC regional coverage area, headings calculated
in the system plane will be correct, and bearing allgleawill be accurate to
within about .5 degrees. The errors decrease as separation decreases, and for
aircraft separations of 30 nmi or leas, the errors In bearing anglee are less
than .05 degrees. Sittcethis accuracy meets the most stringent anticipated
requirement, that of 1 degree heading accuracy for support of automated
conflict detection, errors from this source are acceptable.
The alternative is use of a gnomonic projection in which all great
circles are mapped to straight lines. This projection fa not conforml, and
does not preserve angles. Therefore headings and bearing angles calculated in
system coordinate are often incorrect, tYPiCallY with errore larger than
those generated by curved mapping of great circle lines in conformal mappings.
In addition, these errors do not generally decrease aignlficantly as
separation distances approach zero.
3. 1.2

~titude

Independence

Altitude independence, as specified by requirement 2), means th~t the
system coordinate generated for an aircraft depend only on the latitude and
longitude location of the aircraft. If the projection ia altitude
independent, two aircraft at the same latitude end longitude but different
altitudes will mp to the same system coordinate and will retain the correct
altitudes. Since all of the projection being considered map a point on the
eea-level eurface of the earth onto a plane, and that point is defined in
terms of latitude and longitude only, requirement 2) will be satisfied by any
one of the projection methods. It should be noted that some approximations to
these projections My not be altitude independent. Thie should be kept in
mind when approximate implementalions are considered.
3.1.3

Computational Complexity

h examination of the projection equattone supplied in Section 2.2 shows
that there ia little basis for decision in terms of computational complexity
between the three al.gorithmabeing considered. The expreaaions for the
Stereographic and Wrcator projections are quite sitilar, and though the
expreeeiona for the ~mbert conic appear to be somewhat sitnpler,in terms of
complicated math functione euch aa trigonometric and power functions, the
level of complexity is little different. Likewise the approximate solutions
using projection to a local pLane followed by transformation involve
comparable computational complexity.
3.1.4 &gnification Errors
ti the basis of the preceding discussion, the only requirement for which
a significant difference ie expected to be found is in the magnitude of the
magnification errors. Therefore, the performance of the three projection
techniques in terms of magnification errors is exatninedclosely to give
guidance in the choice of a recommended algorithm. Figures 3,2 through 3,4
show numerical evaluations of magnification errore for the three different
projections, The data in the figuree was ge,leratedusing a system plane
origin at 40 degrees north latitude. Results using system plane origins at
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Magnification of the Mercator projection.
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Fig. “3-3. Magnification of the stereographic projection.
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Magnification of the Lambeti conic projection,
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30 degrees and 50 degrees north latitude do not.differ ~ignificant~y frOm the
plotted data.

The values plotted are the magnification factor as calculated for a grid
of points. The magnification factor is the ratio of the length of the
projection of a line segment in the system plane to Lhe length of the actual
line segment on the earth. In this case, magnificatton i9 calculated using
the projection of a line 9egment approximately one nautical mile in length
centered on the grid point and oriented in the north-9outh direction. tie
property of conforml projections is that the magnification factor at any
given point i9 independent of direction so that the orientation is
unimportant. The “true” distances are determined using a calculation that
determines the geodesic arc length (for an ellipsoidal earth) to an accuracy
of 30 feet (see Wyton and Fried4).
Figure 3.2 Is a plot of rnag[lificetioo
as c2ic~lated fro,nthe Mercator
projection. Figure 3.3 i9 a similar plot for stereographic projection, while
the magnification‘for the timbert conformal conic projection is shown in
Fig. 3.4. From the figures, it can be seen that there is no single “best”
projection for all possible system plane geometries. Either the Mercator or
Lambert projection is better if the system coverage area is significantly
longer in the east-eat direction than In the north-south direction, for
example. Men the linear extent of the coverage area ~n the north-south
direction is larger than the east%est extent, the stercogr.phic projection is
preferred. ~is is due to the way the projections are constructed. The
Mercator and hmbert projections each have a line of contact with the earth’s
surface. Uong this line, the magnification fbctor is held at unity, but away
from the line of contact the magnification error grows. ‘fhestereographic
projection has only a single point of contact at which tt~emagnification
factor is held at unity, while it is larger everywhere else. ti the Ottler
hand, the magnification factor for the stereographic projection Srows only
about half ‘asfast as for the other projections aa the distance from the
points of contact with the earth grows.
3.2

Projection Technique of Choice for Air Traffic Control

If a square region of coverage is considered, the significance of
choosing an algorithm on the basis of magnification factOr becOmes clear. If
the magnification factor is averaged over the region, the result is very
nearly the same for all of the algorithms. Likewise, the maximum.and mfnimum
magnification factors are about the same. However, at a given radial distance
from the system plane origin of coordinates, the stereographic projection
produces the smallest maximum magnification factor, and this magnification is
the same regardless of direction from the origin. ~is is a small, but
significant advantage of the stereographic projection over the other
projection methods. Since it is desirable to use a single algorithm for all
ATC applications, the stereographic projection is chosen as the PrOjectiOn
method most appropriate for use in air traffic control.
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4.0

STEKSOGKAPHIC PROJECTION FOR ~LTIPLE WAR

TRACKING SYSTEMS

As ~ntioned earlier, the various projection techniques can be
implemented in a number of different ways, depending on the needs of the
particular system in question in terms of conversion accurecy, conversion
s,peed,and system plane size. Stereographic projection is no exception. This
section deecribee the implementation of stereographic projection currently
used in the NAS syetem. me coordinate conversion requirements of the
Multiaensor Wta Processing system currently being developed are discussed and
it is seen that the current NAS implementation falle short of these
requirements. The performance of an implemen”tatlonof the exact stereographic
projection applied to a realiatic syetem of radars using a locally spherical
earth approximation is then axamined. It ia shown that the usa of this
approximation introduces unacceptable errors in aircraft locations. Finally,
a method of correction for these errors is described.
4.1

Stereographic Projection in the National Mr

Space System

The coordinate conversion method currently used in the NAS system is an
approximation to stereographic projection. The implementation is designed to
maintain the errors introduced by the approximations at a level lese than the
1/8 nmf range resolution of the NAS enroute sensors. The process uaee
conversion to a local x,y coordinate system followed by transformation, using
Eq. (2.6), into the rester Carteaian coordinate system. Both stagea of this
process uee approximations, and theee will be described briefly here. For
more detailed information see Goldenberg and Wolf3, Mulholland and Stout5,6,7,
Gingerich8 and Appendix A of NAS publication ~-320g.
4.1.1 Conversion in the NAS System
The general process used in converafon of geodetic coordinates to a radar
centered x,y coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The exact
conversion, assuming a spherical earth, can be expreesed (see Goldenberg and
Wolf) aa
u = D ain”S
(4.1)
V=

DCOS8

with
D = 2E tan ($/2)
-1/2

= R
[

~2
EH+Eh+Hh
---1+ -------~2
4E2

1

(4.2)
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Conversion to local stereographic coordinates.
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where
R2 s p2 - (H-h)2

(4.3)

and e, p, $, H, and h are as defined in SeCtiOn 2.2.
In the NM eyetem, equation (4.2) ie nOt used. Instead, to Increasa the
efficiency of the conversion process, D is approximated as

D - R =

P2

-

(4.4)

(H-h)2

For an aircraft at a range of 100 nti, an azimuth Of go degrees, and an
altitude of 35,000 ft, the value of D from Eq. (4.2) is 99.76 nti while from
In this case, the error
the approximation in Eq. (4.4) it is 99.83 W.
introduced by the approximation ie .07 nti.
4.1.2 Transformation in the NAS System

3,.
.,.

me formula for transformation from one stereographic plane to an anOther
is given
in
Eq.
(2.6).
AS
mentioned earlier, this expression ie expensive in
terms of computation time, when used in this form. However, a serlea
expansion can be performed to reduce this expreaeiOn to a rapidly converging
infinite eeries. It can be seen that Eq. (2.6) hae the form.
A
(4.5)
w = ----1 -B
where
A = (Ze-i6 + WO)

ze-i

BV.

B = (---------)
4E2
For all realistic system geometries, B << 1, and this expression can be
expanded as
(4.6)

w = A(I+B+B2+...)

When terms greater than second order in Z are dropped, this becomes

W = WO + T Ze-i5 + TW2

e-2i6e-iy

where
Wowo
T = 1 + ----4E2
22

(4.7)

(xo2+yo2)l/2

K=

—---__-4E2

(4.8)
“’

WOFO = (Xo2+% 2)
y = arctan (xo/yo)

A further simplification is poseible since
z = ~ie

(4.9)

where
6 = arctan (u/v)
D = (u2w2)l/2
From theee expressions it can be eeen that D and 8 correspond to the ground
range from Eq. (4.2) above and tbe measured radar azimuth respectively.
Substituting for z in Eq. (4.7) and changing to real fom gives the reeult
x = ~

+ TD sin (6-5) + KTD2 sin (2(8*)-Y)
(4.10)

y = y. + TD COS (9-6)

+ KTD2 cOS (2(@-6)-Y)

In the above expreseione W, WO, fro,snd Z are ae defined in %ction 2.2. Tbis
fomula is used by the NAS system for transformation. In the current NAS
implementation, the second%rder terms in this expression are used only when
their mgnitude my be greater than the 1/8 nmi range resolution of the NAS
radars. ~is requirement defines a range limit, R, for each radar.

R = /-T
When the measured range ie leee than R, only the first order terms in the
expansion are used, while the second-rder teme are also calculated when the
range is greater
than R. This guarantees that for any realietic coverage
area, the error introduced by the transformation equatione will be lees than
1/8 nmi.
4.2 Additional Requirements for Multieensor Data Processing
There are two additional requirements for the Multieensor Data Processing
eyetem now being developed. The system must
1)

Use, without significant loss of resolution, the data provided by
Mode-S seneors when they come on line.

2)

@nerate identical syetem coordinates for a given aircraft from
measured data obtained from each of the several sensors in a given
system, asauting seneor bias errors have been separately handled.
23

The current NAS implementalion of stereographic projection does not meet
either of these additional requirements.
The Multisensory~ta Processing system now under development ia intended
to operate during and after the Mode S sensor phase-in period. It is also
expected to provide a baae on which the FW Advanced Automation System (AAS)
will be built. In light of this it is important for the coordinate conversion
algtirithmsdesigned for MultisensoryData Processing to be able to uee the
added accuracy of the data generated by Mode S sensors. Therefore, the
projection process ehould not introduce errors of more than 1/196 nfi.
Clearly, the current NAS coordinate conversion algorithm is not capable of
this level of performance.
The use made of the radar data in the new system is also fundamentally
different from that in the current NAS system. The current SYSternuses data
from the praferred sensor aa long as that data is availabla. It is only when
data from the preferred sensor is not available that dsta from an additional
radar is used by the system for replacement. In the new ~P syetem, data from
two or more radars till routinely be used for each.track update. Therefore,
it is very important for the new system that the system plane coordinates
generated by the various sensors for a given target are ae nearly as possible
axactly the same. This requirement is not fulfilled by the current NAS
Implementation either. In fact, it will be seen in the next section that any
implementation of stereographic projection based strictly on a locally
spherical earth model will not meet this requirement.
4.3

Performance of Stereographic Projection

Stereographic projection works by projecting locations on the surface of
the earth onto a plane tangent to the earth at some point. In particdar, the
exact expressions from Eq. (2.4) for stereographic projection use latitude and
Iongitde on a spherical earth as input. me form of the earth is not
spherical, but rather ellipsoidal. me conformal nature of the stereographic
projection is preserved by first making a conformal mapping of the ellipsoid
onto a sphere and then applying the usual stereographic projection process.
The formula that describes the conformal mapping of a spheroid onto a sphere
is

[( )

Lc = 2 arctan

l*sinL ‘/2
-— ---tan(T+L
l*ainL
77

1

(4.11)

)-r

z

Using this mapping, and knowing the correct latitude and loagi t ude of the
point to be projected gives the exact conformnl mapping of the desired point
onto the system plane.
Detetining the correct latitude and longitude for an aircraft above an
ellipsoidal earth, given only the range, azimuth and altitude from a specified
site, ia a non-trivial problem. me problem can be solved to arbitrary
accuracy by eolution of the aet of simultaneous, nonlinear equations given
below.
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06, +,,

- DY, = ,COSL S,*A
(4.12)

(u - E2)$3 + 63

P+

‘3 = “

-’2)sinL

where
a=(~+h)
?,,

c=(A+H)
e sinLOsinAO* in8coSlo

B 1 = cosLOsin~O

Y1

B2 = cosLOcosiO

Y2 - COS e einLocosAO-sin6sinXo

63 = sinLO

Y3 = COS e cosLo

= COS

and
~=

equatorial radius of the earth

b=

polar radius of the earth

c=

~2
ellipticity of the earth, E 2 = (1--;)

Because this solution is an iterative one. and becauae of tha amount of
calcn2ation necessary to find the solution, this mathod of determining the
appropriate latitude and longitude for use in the projection process ie not
useful in a real-time system. ~erefore, it is necessary to make some kind of
approximation to simplify the process of determining latitude and longitude.
me most obvious approximation to apply is to aesae that the earth is really
spherical, and that it has a radius equal to the average radiue of curvature
of the actual surface of the earth at the radar site that generated the data
to be converted. men this approximation is mde, latitude and longitude can
be calcdat ed in closed form using standard trigonometric functions and the
principle of spherical geometry. ~ese values can be calculated from the
expreasfons
m
- arccos (sinLocos + + cosLosin + coe e)

L=2

Cos $ - sinL sinLo
A = AO - arccos (-----------------)
coaL COSLO
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where S, 9, L, i, H, ~, l., $, and h are as previously defined, and E is
the average radius of curvature of the earth at the radar site.
Use of this approximation introduces errors in the form of differences
between the projected system plane position and the system plane position that
would be generated if the exact latitude and longitude coordinates were knom
and ueed for projection. For a given system plane point of tangency and a
given rsdar location, these errore can be evaluated numerically, resulting in
an error surface for the region near the radar. Figure 4.2 is a
representation of such an error surface for a radar located at 40” 52’ 42”
north latitude and 72° 41’ 16 west longitude. This ia the Mverhead radar of
the NAS system, located in New York state. The system plane used for this
calculation is the one used by the New York Mr Route Traffic Control Center
(ARTCC) tith point of tangency at 40° 48’ 26” north lat.it
ude, 74° 09’ 19”’west
longitude. The error surface is created by choosing knon geodatic locations
and using the exact stereographic projection to determine the correct
projected location. The e~ct range and azimuth from a specified radar site
are calculated. The spherical earth approximation then provides an
approximate latitude and longitude that is also projected into the system
plane using the e~ct stereographic projection eqnstlons. The difference
between the two x coordinates is plotted as the error surface. As seen from
the figure, at the limits of normal radar range, the errors caused by the
approximate
ion reach a maximum of about .3 nnd, mch larger than the Mode S
range resolution of about .005 nti.
In addition, if a target is placed near the range limit of each of two
sensors that are 100 nti. apart, and the system coordinate of this target
are calculated using the range and azimuth as measured from each censor, the
two calculations produce different system coordinates. The magnitude of the
distance between the two calculated locations varies depending on,the exact
geometry, but is usually greater than .1 nti. and can reach .5 nti in some
cases. This degree of discrepancy between the system plane coordinates of a
given target as calculated from different radar data is unacceptable.
4.4

tirrection of the Approximate Projection

From the preceding discussion, it is clear that simple application of
stereographic projection to latitude and longitude valuee calculated from
measured range, azimuth and altitude using a spherical earth approximation
does not meet the needs of the MultisensoryWta Processing system being
develoDed. It is also clear that the exact solution for latitude and
longit~de using an ellipsoidal earth model is ruled out on the basis of the
excessive amount of computation it involves. Therefore, it is desirable to
m&e some kind of correction to the computationally tractable approximate
eolution. The error surface shown in Fig. 4.2 supplies a possible correction
method.
Because the error surface depends only on the location of the radar and
the eystem plane point of tangency, it is a constant over time. In addition,
the error in the approximate
e values of latitnde and longitude calculated from
Eqe (4.14) changes very slowly with altitude. ~erefore, a single error
surface for each radar can bs calculated and gtored prior to system startup.
26
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Then, depending on the particular needs of the system in terms of speed and
accuracy, a table lookup or a two-dimensional polynomial approximation to the
table can be used. For each target aircraft, the projected position is
determined using the spherical earth approximation and the appropriate
correction for that position is added. As will be seen in the next section,
this procedure gives very good results.

2a

5.0

I

AN IMPLEMENTATION OF CORRECTED STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

The stereographic projection algorithm described in this section is one
that is suggested as meeting the requirements of the MultisensoryMta
Processing system for both accuracy and speed. me algorithm uses the proceaa
of conversion to a local, radar-centered stereographic plane followed by
transformation to the system coordinates aa described in Section 4.1.1 and
4.1.2. l’hisprocess uses a spherical earth approxi~tion to increaae
Computational
efficiency. The errors introduced by this approximation are
corrected using a precomputed error polynomial, as outlined In Section 4.4, to
produce the final system coordinates. Following a dfacussion of the details
of the projection process, the performance of this implementation is examined,
and is found to satiafy all anticipated requirements of the Multisenaor Data
Processing ayatem. The inverse projection, from system X,Y coordinate to
radar~.entered range ai~dazimuth is also examined briefly at the end of this
section. implementation of the inverse projection is ahom to require little
additional effort.
5.1

Projection to System Coordinates

In Section 4, two methods of conversion to stereographic coordinates were
discussed. We involves projection to a local plane and subsequent
transformation into the system plane, while the other calculates latitude and
longitude from measured range and azimuth and then appliea the exact
stereographic projection to produce system plane coordinate. The second
method was used in the previous section to evaluate the performance of the
conversion ayscem and to compare the results to the required MultisensoryData
Processing system performance. Both methods are considered in this section on
the basia of the amount of computation required to implement the method and
the performance of the method when correction ia applied.
The procedure using projection to a local plane followed by
transformation to system coordinates requires leaa computation due to
decreaaed use of trigonometric functions. Therefore, if the performance of
the two methods is equivalent, this method should be used. Performance of
either method will be good if the error surface generated by that method ia
smooth and slowly varying over the region of interest and if the error surface
ia independent or nearly independent of altitude. These Properties guarantee
that only one error surface for each radar need be calculated, and that simple
interpolation techniques or lowarder polynomial approximation will give
valid correction valuea between the explicitly calculated valuea.
If the initial projection into a local plane is made using Eq. (4.2), the
error surface is altitude independent. Numerical investigation haa shon that
the error surfaces from both methods are smooth, and that the performance of
the two projection methods are effectively identical over a rectangular system
plane up to 1200 nmi. on a side. Therefore, projection to a local
stereographic plane followed by transformation to the final ayatem coordinates
iS used, with Eq. (4.2) being used fOr initial Projection.
Once the local Carteaian coordinate are determined, the formulas of
Eq. (4.10) are used to tranaform to system coordinate. Again, as in the NAS
implementation, a transition range can be determined for each sensor so that

I
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transformation of data with a smaller range can be mde using only the first
order equationa. %waver, thie is not desirable becauee the transition from
firet-to second-order approximation can cauee a discontinuity in the
calculated error eurface. ~“is would have detrimental effecte on the
correction process due to difficulties in representing the transition with the
eimple and efficient interpolation or fitting technique that are to be used
in the correction process.
Thie process provides the initial approximate
ion to the system
coordinate. Correction is then applied to this initial approximation to
provide the final coordinates in the stereographic syetem plane.
5.2

Correction of Systemtic Projection Errors

The correction process outlined previously is used to eliminate known
eystematlc errore caused by the use of approximation to the exact projection
of an ellipeoid onto a plane. Becauae these errore depend on the geometry of
radar location with reepect to the stereographic plane point of tangency, a
different correction must be mde for each radar. me errOre aleO depend On
the location of the target with respect to the radar, but are nearly
independent of target altitude. These dependencies make it necessary to
detedne,
for each radar site, a two-dimensional error grid or eurface that
will determine the size of the correction that will be necessary for a target
at any ‘epecifiedground range and azimuth angle.
Tbie error eurface ie calculated through a number of steps:
1) The coverage area for which correction is desired is defined and ia
divided into a grid in term of latitude and longitude.
2) fie chosen grid pointe are projected onto the stereographic plane
using”the exact stereographic projection of a epheroid.
3)” &nge and ‘azimuth values are calculated for a target at a fixed
altit’tieebbve the choeen grid pointe. These values are exact to the accuracy
of the cboe”en”’
earth model and of the mathematical functions (ie.
trigonometric and other standard functione) available.
4) The algorithm deecribed in the previous section to detertine the
initial approximate system coordinates is applied to the range and azimuth
calculated for each.grid point.
5) me differences between the exact and approximate system coordinates
are calculated, and a two dimensional polynomial fit to nth order is made.

I
1

This procees reeults in two polynomial approximations, one for offsets in
the x direction and one for y offsets. The polynomials are of the form
Ax=aOO+aOly+al~+

allxy+...+amxmym
(5.1)
.,

Ay = boo + bO1 y + blox + b1lXy+. ..+bmmxmYm
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The fits are mde using the Carteaian coordinates from the approximate
conversion as independent variables. This allows the running real-time syetem
to generate approximate system coordinates and to use these approximate
coordinates directly in the pre-calculated polynoniala to determine the proper
corrections.
Once the uolvnomial coefficients have been determined by the polynomial
fitting proced~rej some of the coefficients can often be discarded: To
determine which coefficients are required, it is first necessary to determine
the deeired accuracy of the corrected ayatem coordinate. If the magnitude of
the correction genarated by a given coefficient at the mximum range of
interest for a given radar la an order of magnitude less than the maximum
allowed error, that coefficient can be set to zero. In the present case,
since projection errors of leaa than about .005 nmi. are desired, the
coefficients are evaluated on the basia of a .001 nti. mximum error.
Although the polynomial evaluation used in this correction scheme
requires a significant amount of computation, this correction method ia far
less expensive than other methods that reeult ,incomparable accuracy.
5.3

Performance of the Corrected Projection Ugorithm

As discllssedearlier, the stereographic projection, in Its exact form,
meets the requirements of air traffic control aystema better than other
available projection algorithma. In Section 4.3 it was shorn that a
projection algorithm based on a spherical earth model could not meet the needs
of the new MDP system being developed without some form of correction. This
conclusion was based on the requirement of maximum projection errors of a few
thousandths of a nautical mile, and the reqtlirementthat maximum discrepancies
between the system coordinates of a single target as determined by any two
radars be of the same eize.
The correction method recommended above meets these requirements without
introducing an unacceptable computational load. The performance of the
corrected algorithm can beat be examined by uae of error aurfacea similar to
those used previously. Figures 5.1 through 5.3 show the error surfacea for
the same system as that used in Fig. 4.2. Figure 5.1 used the uncorrected
version of the projection algorithm described aarlier in this section. The
errors at long ~ange in this figure are of the order of tenths rather than
thouaandtha of nautical miles. In Fig. 5.2, the differences between the
corrected approximate projection and the exact projection are plotted.
Figure 5.3 showe the corrected surface on an expanded scale. Note that now
the maximum error values are leas than a few thousandth of a nautical mile aa
required.
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Fig. 5-1.

Error in the uncorrected projection algorithm.
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Error afier correction pio~ed on an expanded scale.
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Figures 5.4 through 5.6 show a somewhat different error surface. This
surface is the multisensoryregistration error, the distance between the system
coordinates of a single target as determined by two radars located 100 nti.
wart.
The coverage area is chosen so that <he maximum range from either
radar is about 150 nautical files. It is seen in Fig. 5.4 that the maximum
errors generated by the uncorrected algorithm are a few tenths of a nautical
mile, again far largar than the desired error limits. When the correction ia
@pplfed, and the error surface is again determined, the maximum errors are
reduced to acceptable,limits as seen in Figure 5.5, a plot of the corrected
dsta on an expanded scale. Figure 5.6 shows both surfaces on the same scale
for comparison. The same bahavior is seen using other locations for system
point”of tangency and other radar site geometries...
~erefore, it is reasonableto conclude:thatthe implementation of
stereographic projectim suggested here, including the correction.
for errors
caueed by uae .of approximations, is sufficient to meet.the neede Of the
“MultiaenaorMta
Processing system baing .devaloped.
5.4

The tiverse tiojection

In the.Mdtiaanaor. kta Processing eystem,..itwill be neceseary to..
take
stereographic system coordinates for an aircraft track and.conve~t.back to
radar%enter.ed range and azimuth. Fortunately~ the stereographicprojeetion
method in genaral, ,qnd the implementation deecrihed here in par.t.icular,
is
insertable. For this imple”rnentation,
there are three separate steps that must
be inverted. A transformation muet be made from the system stereographic
plane to .alocal radar plane, the local radar coordinates must be converted to
range and azimuth, and a correction for approxilsat
fons in the projection
procese must be applied.
Transformation from the system plane to the local radar plane can ba made
using Eq. (4.7), airnplyby replacing all references to system plane parameters
with tha correspending local radar plane parameters and vice varsa. This
reeults in tha formula for local radar u and v

Z - ZO TtWe-i8‘+T#K*W2e-2iB‘e-iY‘

(5.2)

where
ZOTO
T, = 1 + ----4E2
,,

=.- ----------

BE2
zOFO

Y’

=

(Uoz

*02)

= arctan (Uojvo)
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(sinL + sinLo) sin (A - Ao)
B ‘ = —------------------------—--------—-------—
Cos(a - l.) + sinL sinLocoq(A - Aa) + COSL,COPLO
Ground range and azimuth are dete~ned

D,=p
8 = arctan

from Z by

““,
(5.3)
(u/v)

Slant range is..
then found from

$ = 2 arctan

D
(---)
2E

(5.4)
~/2

,1

P = ‘2 COS @ (E+h)(E+H) - ((E*)2 + (E+H)?)
[“
Correction can M applied in a way similar to that used for the
projection to ayatem coordinate. h error surface in the local radar plane
can be determined, a polynomial fit dete~ned, and correction applied by
evaluation of the error poly”nodal at tha,newly detertine.dlocal.x and y
coordinates., Since this guarantees that the local ground range and azimuth
will be”correct to arbitrary accuracy, Eq. (5.4) will give the dealred value
for slant rage and azimuth.
fierefore the inverse,project$?n ia comparable in,tarma of,computation
and ac:cura,cy
to the dir,ectater.eographicprojection. Conversion of
stereographic systernplane coordinates,,
to radar-centered“rangeand,azimuth can
be included in the ayatem without significant additional effort.
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6.0

S~Y

AND CONCLUSIONS

The factors involved In the choice of a method for conversion of
radar~entered range, azimuth, and altitude coordinate to a system plane
using x, y, and altitude coordinates have.been exatined. The properties of a
variety of available cartographic projection methods were then evaluated. As
a rasult of this procaes, a choice of tha stereographic projection as the
preferred projection method hae been made. Thie choice is consistent“wfth
that previously made for use in the current NAS multiple radar data processing
system.
Having decided on a projection technique, more specific .,implementation
detalla were exatined. In particular, differencee in requiremente betweerithe
running NAS system and the Multiaensor @ta Processing system under
development were examined. In light of the increasad raquirernentsof the new
ayetem, it was determined that the NAS implementation ie not sufficient. It
was also determined that any projection implementation.baaed on a spherical or
locally spherical model of the earth would ba insufficient to meet the
requirements of the new ayatem. ~erefore, any practical implementation would
require either tha uae of a more complex ellipsoidal earth model, or
application of some form of correction to the epherical eaeth approximation.
The,computational requirements for usa of an accurate ellipsoidal earth
model proved to be prohibitive due to the neceesity of using iterative
eolutioi techniques. ~erefoke a method for correcting the spherical earth
model was developed. ~is method usee a pre-’emptitedpolynomial approximate
ion
to a twodimensional error surface to correct initial stereographic
coordinates calculated ueing a locally spherical earth model. Tbie correction
stheme has been teeted and fouridto meat the accuracy requirements of the new
MultisensoryData Processing syetem for which it”is designed.

I

In conclusion, a coordinate conversion algorithm has bean designed and
tested. The conversion process’does introduce a certain amount of
magnification error, but this is unavoidable when projecting an ellipsoidal
surface ont0 a planar one. The magnification,errors are acceptable because
they are small, remaining less than 1% for practical control center coverage
areas, and because any error in distances”between two aircraft approaches zero
aa the separation approached zero. The chosen algorithm preeervas angular
validity and thus maintaina the validity of aircraft track heading throughout
the projection process. The algorithm that haa been designed and described
hare meets all of the currently anticipated neads of the Multisensorykta
Procese*ng syatern.
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